As of December 1, 2018

The following is a list of vendors with whom Genoa-Kingston CUSD #424 has current contracts or with whom the District could spend more than $25,000 in multiple purchases in FY 2019:

- Genoa-Kingston Education Association
- Amalgamated Bank Chicago
- Anderson Excavating
- Blake Oil
- Camelot Schools LLC
- CenterPoint Energy
- Clausen Miller
- CLIC (Property/Casualty Insurance)
- CLIC (Worker’s Compensation Insurance)
- CORE Academy
- EBC (+Metlife)
- ENTEC Services
- Franczek++
- Frontier
- Grundy Supply
- Hagney
- Harris Bank / BMO Mastercard (P-card)
- Hillman Pediatric
- Hinshaw & Culbertson LLP
- Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
- IMRF
- Innovations Academy
- Interstate Studio
- KEC
- Lifetouch
- Marklund
- Mid- American Energy
- Midwest Transit / (Sovereign Leasing)
- Ness Construction
- Northwestern Illinois Association
- Office Depot
- Partners 4 Results
- PC Mall
- Pearson
- Pena Group
- Pepsi
- Performance Food Service
- Powerschool
- RK Dixon
- Service Concepts
- Schuring & Schuring
- Trevor Steinback
- Summit School
- Swedberg
- TRS
- Verizon Wireless
- Waste Management
- Wendler
- Whitt Law
- Zenz

The following is a list of vendors with whom GK CUSD #424 has current contracts of an exclusive bargaining nature- at least some of which could exceed $25,000 in expenditure:

- Genoa-Kingston Education Association
- Bankson, Lori
- CLIC (Property/Casualty Insurance)
- CLIC (Worker’s Compensation Insurance)
- DeLage Financial
- Drive Right
- Dude Solutions
- EBC (health insurance)
- IBC
- Mail Finance/Hasler
- McDermaid
- Midwest Transit
- NIU Net
- Michelle Platt
- Amanda Pollnow
- Reliance Standard (Life insurance)
- Lindsey Rice
- Utility Help

Preparing students to excel and contribute to their community